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In Indian architectural history, religious categorization of the
buildings as Hindu, Buddhist, Jaina, and Muslim, has been the basic
methodological tool for scholars.Ths distinction is a legacy of the British
historians who used it in an initial effort t o come t o terms with the
bewilderinp variety of archtecture in the subcontinent.This taxonomic
classificaticn, whihidh began in the mid- 19' century and w h c h continues
to the present, has transformed buildings into religious identities.
Mosques have become Muslim andTemples have become Hindu. Recent
scholarship has uncovered the political motivations of the British
colonialists, which underlie these &visions, and has pointed to the pitfalls
of continuing with such taxonomy. Should these religious affiliations
be completely abandoned?Is some identification with religion vital and
necessary for the everyday negotiations that enable communities of
diverse belief systems to live together? In this paper, I will review how
t h s classification o f b d d m g s as Hindu or Islamic affects the perceptions
and practices of those for whom the building is not an object of study,
but is alive and integrated into their daily lives. My paper focuses on a
rural village Mandal, located in the northwest corner of Ahmadabad,
Gujarat in Inha, where the religious bddings are integrated into people's
daily lives as places of pilgrimage and worship. Through an analysis of
residents' perceptions of the religous b d d i n g s , t h s paper explores the
rich, layered relationship that exists between buildings and religious
identity, and thus broadens the parameters of historical scholarship in
architecture.
The categorization of Indian architecture as Hindu, Islamic, B u d b s t
and so forth can be traced back to James Fergusson, who in h s pioneering
text entitled the History of In&an and Eastern Archtecture (2 vols.,
1876) turned it from merely stylistic description to an operative
category. * Architecture, for Fergusson, was fundamentally a "racial
art." In his taxonomy, buildings resembled the races that built them.
Structural clarity, simple rhythms, and large expanses of walls were not
t h e attributes of Islamic buildings, b u t rather, they w e r e t h e
characteristics of the Muslims who built them. Similarlv.
a Hindu mind.
i'
considered t o be mysterious, metaphysical, and transcendental, created
c o m ~ l e xHindu forms.
The superimposition of the religious categories of 'Hindu' and
'Islamic', have fundamentally hstorted the writing of the history of
architecture in India. For example, any buil&ng that represents a
mixture of elements from both styles is necessarily seen as a confluence
of two thoughts. Fatehpur Sikri, the new capital near Agra that Akbar
founded in 1571 is a case in point: a whole political hstory of the
construction of the building complex is based on a simplified reading of
the confluence of Hindu and Islamic architectural vocabulary. '
In t u r n , the superimposed religious categorization has been
perpetuated by a number of misperceptions. For example, there is the
repeated mention of pillage and destruction of temples by Muslims in
northern and western I d a , and the belief that from the end of the
13th century till the close of the 16th century no Hindu or Jain temples
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were built. In adhtion. the consistent dewrecation of Hindu aesthetic
vocabulary as profusely sculptural and mysterious, in comparison to the
Islamic as structurallv clear and expansive. within traditional western
scholarship, has further reinforced this hchotomy.
In meheval Indian archtecture. it is true that there was a confluence
of two buildmg trahtions: the trabeate, belonging to a plastic aesthetic,
inhgenous to the Indian subcontinent; and the arcuate, stressing surface
decoration and simple volumes, developed in Central Asia. In the
scholarship, however, t h s confluence is not described as the meeting of
two building tradtions, but rather interpreted as a religous and political
statement of the domination of Islam over the Hindu population of the
subcontinent. 'Thereby, architectural traditions are given successive
politico-religious purposes by the scholarship: First, they are made
synonymous with the predominant religions of their respective places
of origin (Central Asia/Islam, India/Hinduism); and second, they are
interwreted
as the svmbol
of the t r i u mI ~ hof Islam over Hindu India. If
I
J
the superimposed religious &chotomy were de-emphasized, surely
confluence of builhng tradition, and not the competition of religopolitical entities, would inform the conclusions of scholarship.
years have underscored the political
In this vein. scholars in recent i
motivations that underlie the categorization of Inhan archtecture into
communal styles. 'These scholars point out that, for the British, the use
of these communal categories advanced important political objectives,
aiding in dividing the people, and thus strenghtening their rule over
Inha. Thomas Metcalf, in his bookThe Imperial Vision (1989) states
that, "if all architectural elements were defined as 'Hindu' or 'Muslim',
nothing remained unknown. Everything -the arch, the dome, the
bracket capital, t h e decorative motif - had its place in t h e
comprehensive system. What the colonial ruler had explained, he, of
course, controlled."
The political motivations of the British are also evident in the first
few reports of the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). The ASI,
formed in 1865. was the official bodvi of the British Government. which
was responsible for completing the survey and documentation of the
hstorical monuments of India. In ASI's first reuort.
Sir Alexander
1
Cunningham outlined the motivation: "to throw light upon the early
history of England's dependency; history which, as time moves on, as
the country becomes more easily accessible and traversable, and as
Englishmen are led t o give more thought t o India than such as barely
suffices to hold it and govern it, will assuredly occupy, more and more,
the attention of the intelligent and enquiring classes in European
c ~ u n t r i e s . "Even
~ scholars, who do not see the political interpretations
as an adequate explanation, also agree that division of the monuments
into religious categories was at first a necessary construct. They
underscore that it should remain precisely that, a construct, and not
become the ultimate aim in the study of In&an archtectural hstory.

Now that the scholarship has become aware of the dangers -both
its political implications and its intellectual limitations - of an
architectural analysis aimed exclusively at identifying the religious
pedigree of its object, it is time to rethink the whole issue of religous
identity, identifiability, and its relationshp to architecture. In order t o
demonstrate the inadequacy of both the earlier colonial religious
categorization as well as the recent suggestions to completely abandon
them, I have chosen an isolated, non-descript village settlement in Gujarat
in I d a . Here the religious identification of buildings by the people
points to how everyday practices of responsibility and attribution are
negotiated at level that is not abstract -as in the academic classification
ofbuildmgs as Hindu or Islamic. But it is a subtle negotiation of occasional
exclusion and mutual neglect based on a deep religious faith in one's
own belief system. This allows them t o mutually co-exist without a
conscious pre-occupation with the boundaries between them. By doing
a detailed study of the resident's perceptions of the religious buildings,
we hope t o point t o the problems involved in freezing buildings as
"monuments of importance" under the pretext of saving them, thus
dworcing them from their real inhabitants.
A rural village named Mandal is located in the northwest corner of
Ahmadabad district, Gujarat, approximately 25 kilometers northwest
ofViramgam. Presently the village is comprised of about 2000 inhabitants,
most of whose earning members are dedicated t o agriculture. The
population consists ofboth Hindus and Muslims, living in separate areas
w i t h n the boundaries of the village, and in daily contact with each
other. Presently, Mandal has become a relatively isolated settlement,
being located in the interior of Gujarat, and not being upon any major
highways connecting the nearby important cities, such as Ahmadabad or
Palanpur (Mahesana District). However, hstorical evidence, such as
that provided by the presence of historical monuments, indicates that
the village did not always occupy such a politically non-descript position.
The relatively prominent position of Mandal in the later medieval
period is evidenced by the architectural remains found there. Three
mosques in the village, approximately datable to the 15' through 16'
centuries, were built within one kilometer of each other, indicating
that there was a significant Muslim community in the settlement even
during medieval times.The Jami Masjid, built in the 14' century, is the
largest of the three buildings, the other two being the Sayyid-ni Masjid
and the Qazi-lu Masjid. It is the presence of these monuments in Mandal
as examples of Sultanate-period architecture in Gujarat, which primarily
attracts the attention and the visits of occasional tourists and architectural
historians t o the site of the village community. l o
The Jami Masjid was considered "a very poor specimen of
Muhammadan architecture" I ' when it was first documented by the
Archaeological S u r ~ e y
of India, and has received virtually no scholarly
attention thereafter. " Nonetheless, it is relevant to the point raised in
the present work, namely the religious identifiability of architecture. It
has been hscussed above that the identification of b u i l d q s by scholars
as 'Hindu' or 'Islamic' has much distorted archtectural analysis. However,
in eschewing this classification, we may be committing an error of
equal magnitude, since in the everyday lives of the people of Mandal,
the hstorical monuments in their midst do indeed have a clear religous
identity and function.
As has been the case since the medieval period, the quarters of an
urban or semi-urban settlement are largely distinguished by the religous
denomination of their inhabitants. It is also the case that these quarters
are situated in close proximity with each other, having unofficial, fluid,
and t h n boundaries between them. In Mandal, the Hindu quarter is
tightly pressed against the walls of the Jami Masjid, whose southern
wall seems t o function as an unofficial quarter boundary itself.
Due to the msrepair into w h c h the congregational mosque has
fallen, the season of monsoon rains is a particularly dfficult one, both
for the buildmg and the community. The pounding of excessive water
on the roof of the mosque causes spillage into the area adjacent t o the
southern wall, precisely where the Hindu community has put up its

dwellings. Many of the dwellings are mud-walled and metal-roofed, so
that this spillage causes great inconvenience to these inhabitants, and
occasional damage t o their homes. The weight of the water, coming
down hard atop the structures, causes loud noise and even some benchng
of the metal roofs. According to one vdlager, DiwanYusuf Muhammad, l 3
every monsoon the Hindus of the quarter understandably complain
with great vigor t o the Muslims that the Jami Masjid needs repair, so
that they and their homes are not unexpectedly splashed by heavy
water, and damage and injury are avoided.
Even though the Muslims of the village were willing and even
eager t o resolve the dispute, they find themselves in a position of
helpless desperation. The mosque is still the congregational mosque,
and is used for Friday prayers; so the Muslims' concern for its
maintenance was motivated by their concern for conducting what they
considered proper worship. But, since the Jami Masjid is also r e c o p z e d
as an historical monument by the Archaeological Survey of India, they
are forbidden to intervene in any way in its physical appearance or
maintenance. Only trained conservationists of the ASI, or other
designated members from the institution, have the legal jurisdiction t o
perform repairs upon the building. Due to Mandal's minor political and
electoral importance, however, the AS1 has not even sent regular
surveillance deputies to check upon the monument; much less would
they deploy a team of conservationists t o the site.
Herein resides a confhct, w h c h DiwanYusufclaims, is serious enough
that it threatens t o cause sectarian violence. In such an event, the rift
would tear at the fabric of the village community of Hindus and Muslims
- a fabric of mutual and reciprocal dependence that has been woven
over the centuries.The Hindus clearly associate the Jami Masjid with
the Muslim community of the village, and assign the responsibility of its
upkeep t o them and not t o the ASI. Thus, accordmg t o their point of
view, blame for the inconvenience and occasional damage which they
have suffered o n account of the mosque's disrepair is also assignable t o
the Muslims. The latter themselves accept these assignations, both of
responsibility for upkeep of the building, and of blame for the
inconvenience suffered by the Hindus; but they are limited by
governmental institutions in exercising their responsibility for its
maintenance.
For the citizens of Mandal, then - and indeed for rural Indian
society in general -the built environment where religious worship is
conducted, is unquestionably associable with the religious practitioners
who use it, and abstractly, with the religion itself. The layer of identity
of'historical monument', added to the Jami Masjid by theArchaeologica1
Survey, is a definition and perception of the bu~ldmg,which the nllagers
cannot integrate into their understandmg, or into their actions. It would
not be conceivable, for example, that they consider the mosque as a
part of the national patrimony, to be preserved and valued for its function
as a sign and representative of 15'-century architecture. The Hindus,
especially, would not consider it within the bounds of their rights or
duties to exert additional pressure upon the AS1 to conduct repairs on
the Jami Masjid so that the building stands for posterity. The Muslims
have been made aware of the identity of the building as historical
source, and, to some degree, of the necessity for its preservation in this
capacity, not out of their everyday experience, but out of their dealings
and frustrations with the ASI. The Jami Masjid, then, is primarily a
place of worship, undeniably associated with Islam.
From the above example, Mandal serves architectural historians as
encouragement toward a reassessment of the religious identification of
architecture in scholarshp. The religious categorization, which has been
a mainstay of the study of architecture in India, clearly does not reflect
the religious identification that is practiced by those for whom the
building is alive and integrated into their daily lives. T h s dissonance
does not mean that religous categorization ought t o be eliminated
altogether, but rather that the application and aims of this intellectual
tool must be re-examined.
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